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18.821 Project Laboratory in Mathematics

Main objective: provide students with some experience with 
the research process in mathematics : 

— some hint of the mystery, frustration, and exhilaration of 
the research experience : and it’s something they can can do! 
— seeing mathematics from “below”  
— teamwork 
— written and oral presentation 

Initiated in Spring 2004 
Fall 2019: 31st consecutive run  
598 students, 15 faculty over 15.5 years 



2015 MAA Curriculum Guide to Majors  
in the Mathematical Sciences recommendation:

“Every major student should work, independently or in a 
small group, on a substantial mathematical project that 
involves techniques and concepts beyond the typical content 
of a single course. Students should present their results in 
written and oral forms. Institutions can provide this 
opportunity in various ways, or a combination thereof: 
undergraduate research experiences, courses driven by 
inquiry or open-ended problem-solving, capstone courses, 
internships or jobs with a substantial mathematical 
component, etc.”



Class Characteristics

Students: Mainly math majors, mainly juniors and seniors.  
                Capped at 27 students. 

Prerequisites: At least two math subjects beyond the basics. 

Satisfies: Undergraduate Lab and Writing requirements.  
               (Both can be satisfied in other ways.)

Staffing: Faculty lead, two postdocs or grad students 
              and help from communications experts.  

Available: to all math majors (but not required).



Course Work Cycle (in 13 week term)

Staff works with students; be sincere but not prescriptive; 
give feedback on progress. (3 weeks)  

Students write and submit first draft. Select next project. 

Staff reads and marks up first draft. (3 days) 

Debriefing with mentors and course leader (40 minutes) 

Students revise and resubmit (1 week) 

This is repeated three times.  



Other class components

Introductory presentation 

Workshops:  
     — Team building 
     — Writing 
     — Presenting 
     — Research 

Class presentations: each team on one project. 
     — Other class members fill out comment sheets  
     — Preceded by practice presentation (leave 2 hours) 
          (sometimes two of these)  



Preparation

Staffing selection: 
    — Willingness to listen 
    — Research experience, but … 
    — Specific domain expertise inessential 

Preliminary questionnaire: 
    — Courses taken 
    — Interests 
    — Procrastination quotient 
    — Research experience 

    



Questions, Comments?

References:  

MIT OpenCourseWare account:  
https://ocw.mit.edu/courses/mathematics/18-821-
project-laboratory-in-mathematics-spring-2013/ 

MAA sponsored site on mathematical communication, 
curated by Susan Ruff: 
http://mathcomm.org/ 

“A laboratory course in mathematics,” with Kathy Lin: 
http://math.mit.edu/~hrm/papers/lab-course.pdf 

https://ocw.mit.edu/courses/mathematics/18-821-project-laboratory-in-mathematics-spring-2013/
https://ocw.mit.edu/courses/mathematics/18-821-project-laboratory-in-mathematics-spring-2013/
http://mathcomm.org/
http://math.mit.edu/~hrm/papers/lab-course.pdf


The projects: a rough breakdown

Analysis 9 
Combinatorics 7 
Probability 6 
Dynamical systems 4 
Algebra 4 
Number theory 3 
Geometry 2 

Generated over the years by MIT faculty; project list is a  
work in progress. 

Key feature:  Can be taken in various directions; extensible. 
Normally not “new” research! 



Example -- Attraction (dynamical systems) 

“This problem asks you explore a deceptively simple 
dynamical system and discover some of surprising 
properties.  Consider the motion of four particles A,B,C, and 
D in the plane.  The particles start at four random points in 
the plane.  Each particle moves with unit speed.  A moves 
towards B, B towards C, C towards D and D towards A. 
What happens (qualitatively), and how (quantitatively, in terms 
of, say, angles and log distances)? 

“The simplest case is when the starting positions form a 
square. Actually, the game with three particles, but with 
various starting positions, is already quite interesting. Other 
generalizations would be to play the game on a sphere or in 
higher-dimensional spaces.”





Student A - This was great. I wish I had had this before 
my REU last summer. 

Student B - I was very, very surprised by how much I 
enjoyed this course! 

Student C - I think 821 is a great subject to take for the 
math CI-M requirement and the feedback on the 
papers is incredibly useful to learn how to refine your 
writing for these technical topics. Furthermore giving 
the presentation and receiving feedback from the 
professor and all of the students is incredibly useful. 

Student feedback

https://edu-apps.mit.edu/ose-rpt/studentSubjectEvaluationReport.htm?va=&subjectId=18.821&surveyId=327&subjectGroupId=D29A46F38DA95D67E0440003BACE90BC&studentId=9347
https://edu-apps.mit.edu/ose-rpt/studentSubjectEvaluationReport.htm?va=&subjectId=18.821&surveyId=327&subjectGroupId=D29A46F38DA95D67E0440003BACE90BC&studentId=35948


Student D - I really loved taking this class! I think I grew 
a lot in all the aspects that the class emphasized —
reading, writing, and presentation. I also had a great 
team experience and I think that having teams 
assembled so carefully made the experience of taking 
the class SO much better for me. It was a pleasure to 
take such a well-designed class.

Student feedback



A reproducible experiment

Variations of this can work in many settings. It has been 
reproduced at Berkeley, the University of Michigan, 
Stanford, … and (independently!) Illinois State University! 
  

Questions, Comments?


